
BECOME AN 

GALA SPONSORSHIP

An investment in the arts is an investment in community. 

The arts have been proven to increase civic engagement, 

lower poverty rates, improve academic performance, drive 

tourism and boost local economies. As an Art Base sponsor, 

you are contributing to the vitality of Basalt as a vibrant 

and creative hub of artistic excellence.

p y at the Art Base 

and 10x10 Name 

Unseen Silent Auction

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 2019

Join us for the Art Base’s major fundraising event! Attended by 250 

people in 2018, this 23rd annual celebration features a specialty cocktail 

reception, fine wine and dining, live music, an exclusive silent auction of 

over 100 10” x 10” artworks donated by esteemed Colorado artists, and a 

presentation of the annual Melva Bucksbaum Dedication to the Arts Award.



YEAR-ROUND SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

At the Art Base, artists of all ages and abilities come together to engage their creativity, hone their technical skills, learn new processes and share in 

the alchemy of making art. The Art Base provides a vibrant schedule of art classes for adults and youth, including outreach programs for at-risk and 

underserved individuals offered in partnership with local non-profits and schools. This sponsorship support allows the Art Base to offer reduced or 

eliminated tuition to those individuals and groups that could otherwise not afford to participate.

Prominent logo placement in all program-specific material including the program brochure, radio/print advertisements and website.

Private program overview and observation by appointment. 

Gift certificate toward art classes of your choice (based upon availability). Value: $500

Complimentary Art Base Council membership. Value: $1,000

Exhibits at the Charles J. Wyly Gallery and Palladium Properties promote Colorado-based artists with an emphasis on solo show opportunities for 

artists living in the Roaring Fork Valley.

Verbal recognition at the sponsored opening and art talk. 

Prominent logo placement in all exhibition-specific material including the gallery card, wall vinyl, and radio, print, and website advertisements. 

Private exhibition tour. 

Two complimentary Art Base memberships for employees, executives, or clients. 

In-kind support is much appreciated and helps the Art Base reduce operating expenses. Some examples of in-kind contributions include, but are not 

limited to catering, advertising, art supplies, printing, professional services, and wine/beer/fine liquor. Please contact the Art Base directly at info@

theartbase.org for this customized level of sponsorship. Recognition of your support will be commensurate with giving. 

99 Midland Spur, Basalt, Colorado 81611  www.theartbase.org   970.927.4123

Education Sponsor : $5,000

Exhibition Sponsor : $1,500

In-Kind Sponsorship

Presenting Sponsor

$10,000

Premier Sponsor

$5,000

Reception Sponsor

$2,500

Community Sponsor

$1,500

Recognition from stage during 

event.

One VIP table for eight, with 

premium table placement.  

Value: $2,000

Limited-edition artist print for 

each guest.

Reserve wine for table.

One complimentary Art 

Base Council membership.            

Value: $1,000

Prominent logo placement in 

all gala materials, including 

invitation, program, and onsite.

Four complimentary gala tickets. 

Value: $1,000

Four complimentary annual 

memberships for employees, 

executives, or clients.            

Value: $200

Logo placement in all gala 

materials, including invitation, 

program, and onsite.

Two complimentary gala tickets. 

Value: $500

Two complimentary annual 

memberships for employees, 

executives, or clients.            

Value: $100

Logo placement in all gala 

materials, including invitation, 

program, and onsite.

Name recognition in 2019 event 

title. 

Recognition from stage during 

event.

Two VIP tables (eight guests 

per table), with premium table 

placement. Value: $4,000

Limited-edition artist print for 

each guest.

Reserve wine and champagne 

for tables. 

Two complimentary Art 

Base Council memberships.          

Value: $2,000

Prominent logo placement in 

all gala materials, including 

invitation, program, and onsite.

GALA SPONSORSHIP


